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MosaicTM  Programme mechanisms
dimming control

0 792 07

Selection chart for boxes, supports and plates p. 900-901

Pack Cat.Nos Dimmer switches 110-230 V± - 50 Hz
Can be remotely controlled via non-illuminated 
pushbuttons (p. 877), with each pushbutton able to 
perform the dimming function 
When switched on, lighten at the level set before last 
switched off  
For installation in flush-mounting box depth 40 mm 
min

Universal dimmer without neutral, 2-wire

2 modules

For all types of lamps:
-  dimmable LEDs: 5 W to 75 W (10 lamps max.)
-  dimmable compact fluorescent lamps: 5 W to 75 W 
(10 lamps max.)
-  halogen with ferromagnetic or electronic 
transformer: 3 VA to 400 VA
-  fluorescent tube - ballast: 3 VA to 200 VA
-  halogen and incandescent 230 V: 3 W to 400 W 
When switched on, gradually (2 seconds) lights up 
at the level set before last switch-off
Functionning:
-  dimming mode
-  pre-set level mode (0%, 33%, 66%, 100%)
-  nightlight mode: dimming down of the lamp for 
1 hour
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 White
 Alu

Leading edge dimmer, without neutral
For the following types of lamps:
- halogen 230 V and incandescent: 40 W to 600 W
- halogen with ferromagnetic or electronic type L 
transformer: 40 VA to 600 VA

1 0 784 05  White 

1000 W dimmer, with neutral
For the following types of lamps:
-  halogen with ferromagnetic or electronic 
transformer: 100 VA to 1000 VA
-  halogen and incandescent 230 V: 100 W to 1000 W
When switched on, gradually (2 seconds) lights up 
at the level set before last switch-off

5 modules 5 LEDs displaying the current level of the circuit
1 0 784 02  White

0 784 02

Pack Cat.Nos Dimmer switch with neutral,  
for 0-10 V ballast

2 modules For lamps with 0-10 V ballast, 600 VA
1 0 784 04  White

2 modules Auxiliary control unit for DIN dimmer
1 0 784 10 Remote control dimming peripheral for local 

control of a remote control dimmer, with the  
same easy operation as a conventional dimmer
A power supply Cat.No 0 036 80 is required

for controlling DIN-rail modular remote control 
dimmers Cat.Nos 0 036 60/71 (p. 94)
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